Metal Cutting Saw

TC-MC 355
Item No.: 4503135
Ident No.: 11029
Bar Code: 4006825619966
The Einhell TC-MC 355 metal cutting-off machine is the ideal tool for easily and effectively cutting to size and cutting through metal in various
thicknesses. With 2300 W and 4000 rpm, it is a high-performance machine. The softstart function protects the mechanical system against high torque.
The height stop enables the cutting height to be precisely adjusted. The blade lock ensures that the blade can be changed safely. With the cutting
wheel (Ø 355 mm x 25.4 mm x 3.2 mm) you are ideally equipped. The clamping mechanism with quick-release lock enables sizing cuts of -15 to 45
degrees to be performed. A spark deflector provides protection against glowing sparks. The product is supplied with a tool holder, transport brace and
handle

Features & Benefits
- Soft start to protect the mechanics against high torque
- Adjustable height stop for setting the cutting height
- Blade lock for safe blade change
- Clamping mechanism with quick-release lock (-15° - 45°)
- Spark deflector protects the surrounding area from glowing sparks
- Tool holder for the supplied hex wrench
- Transport brace and additional handle for transport

Technical Data
- mains supply
- power rating
- cutting disc
- idle speed
- mitre saw
- Clamping range
- Saw width 90° round
- saw width 90° rectangular
- table size

220-240 V | 50 Hz
2300 W
Ø 355 x Ø 25.4 x 3.2 mm
4000 min^-1
-15° -45°
230 mm
100 mm
100 x 100 mm
460mmx260mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

16.35 kg
19.2 kg
569 x 335 x 440 mm
1 Pieces
19.2 kg
550 x 340 x 445 mm
700 | 820 | 320

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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Available as special accessories
Trennscheibe 355 x 25,4 x 3,2
Metal Cutting Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4502024
Bar Code: 4006825635423
Einhell Accessory
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